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A   is for … 
Arrival-Dismissal 
Instructional Day Begins……………………8:00 am 
Instructional Day Ends……………………...2:30 pm 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                
The importance of being prompt cannot be overemphasized. Late 
arrivals disrupt the entire class. The eScholar who is late misses a 
critical part of class. Please ensure that your eScholar logs in 5 
minutes before the start of the instructional day and remains until 
the end of the instructional day except for breaks and lunch. 

Attendance 
Attendance will be taken at the start of the day during morning 
meeting from 8:00-8:15. All absences will be recorded as excused 
(lawful) or unexcused (unlawful). Parents/guardians have three 
(3) days after an eScholar returns from an absence to provide the 
teacher with a written excuse (email). Excused absences are 
sickness, doctor’s appointments, family emergencies and death in 
the immediate family. Family vacations during the regular school 
year are not considered excused absences. We do ask that you 
notify the principal and the teacher at least two weeks in advance 
of a trip. Excessive unexcused absences may result in a contact 
from the school’s social worker. It is strongly encouraged for 
eScholars to join all meetings and live instruction on time. 

B is for … 
Behaviors for Virtual Learning 

In order to optimize teaching and learning there are virtual 
behaviors that must be present. All stakeholders at Guilford 
eLearning Virtual Academy should follow the behaviors outlined 
below. 

Perseverance, Presence, Participation, and Positivity should always 
be demonstrated by all GeVA scholars, educators, and parents/
guardians. 

Have your cameras on and your mics muted when you’re not 
speaking. 

Output is determined by your input. Your input should always 
include excellence, the desire to teach and the desire to learn, respect 
towards yourself and others, and your maximum effort for the best 
output. 

Engage in your learning and events at Guilford eLearning Virtual 
Academy. 

Never embrace a closed mindset. Embrace an open mindset that 
allows you to embrace feedback, learn from others, and ask 
questions when you need understanding.  

Integrity is not a recommendation but an expectation. Do what’s 
right even when no one is looking when it comes to your learning 
and learning tasks. 

Xclude all distractions such as a cell phone, TV, gaming system, etc. 
from your learning environment. Ensure that your learning 
environment is a quiet space that won’t distract you from learning.  
Book Fair 
Twice a year, we have a virtual book fair in which eScholars will 
be able to purchase books online.  

C is for … 
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Cameras 
Our eScholars are expected to have their cameras on during live 
lessons in order to create a 2-way, interactive virtual learning 
environment.  

Celebrations 
There are ONLY TWO times when celebration activities may 
occur. We have celebrations right before the winter break and at 
the end of the school year. Grade levels determine the date in 
which they will hold their celebrations and will communicate this 
information in written form (email, Class Dojo, etc.). 

Change in Address 
Please notify the office and your eScholar’s teacher immediately 
if you move or change your phone number during the year. We 
want to make sure we can reach you in case of an emergency. 

Character Education 
Character education is an important part of your eScholar’s school 
experience at Guilford eLearning Virtual Academy. Monthly 
character education traits are stressed through Guidance lessons 
and modeled by staff and eScholars throughout the school year. 
GCS has identified the following 7 traits of good character: 
courage, integrity, kindness, perseverance, respect, 
responsibility, and self-discipline. We welcome the attention that 
families give to building positive character traits both at home and 
in our school setting. 

Child Custody 
If an eScholar’s parents are no longer together or do not have 
custody of an eScholar, there should be a court order stating this 

and we must have a copy of that document on file in the school 
office. If legal documentation is not on file, we may provide 
information to the eScholar’s parent or guardian listed on their 
birth certificate. 

Conferences 
Your eScholar’s teacher will contact you during the first quarter 
and midway through the school year to set up a conference. Please 
feel free to request a conference at any time you feel the need. If 
you need to speak with your eScholar’s teacher, please call them 
between 2:30 and 3:00 pm or send them an email requesting for 
them to call you.  

Counselor 
The purpose of the guidance and counseling program is to serve 
the academic, social, and emotional needs of eScholars through 
classroom guidance activities, individual and small group 
counseling, and coordination of services to other professional and 
community agencies. Our counselor(s) are available to assist 
eScholars and families with school related concerns. eScholars 
may also do self-referrals. 

D is for … 
Dentist/Doctors Appointments 
Whenever possible, please schedule your eScholar’s dentist and 
doctor’s appointments after 2:30 pm or on a teacher workday. To 
improve attendance, we want eScholars to be in school as much as 
possible. 

Discipline Policy 
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Guilford eLearning Virtual Academy follows the GCS Board of 
Education discipline policy. Parents will receive a copy of the 
GCS 2021-2022 eScholar Handbook, which list the Violations of 
the Code of Conduct and the consequences at the elementary 
level. 

Our expectation is that eScholars will behave appropriately in the 
virtual classroom and while using the virtual tools that they will 
be provided.  

Discrimination Policy 
In compliance with federal laws, Guilford County Schools 
administers all educational programs, employment activities and 
admissions without discrimination because of race, religion, 
national or ethnic origin, color, age, military service, disability or 
gender, except where exemption is appropriated and allowed by 
law. Refer to the Board of Education’s Discrimination Free 
Environment Policy AC for the complete statement. Inquiries or 
complaints should be directed to the GCS, Compliance Officer, 
120 Franklin Blvd., Greensboro, NC 27401; 336-370-2323. 

Dress Code 
We realize that fashions are constantly changing and eScholars 
like to keep up with the current trends; however, some fashions do 
not fit in the learning environment. eScholars and anyone that is 
visible on camera should be dressed appropriately. Clothing and 
language should be conducive for learning and encourage a safe 
and positive learning environment.  

*All live sessions will be recorded.* 

E is for … 
Early Dismissal 
eScholars should attend the live lessons in their entirety. Teachers 
will track when students leave early and notify parents if it occurs 
often.  

Educational Trips 
eScholars are only allowed to be absent for one educational trip 
per school year. These trips may be considered as excused 
absences providing the following criteria are met: 

1. The parents make the request in writing. 
2. The eScholar completes assignments given by the teacher. 
3. The eScholar keeps a daily journal. 
4. The eScholar shares this journal with their classmates and 

teacher. 

End of Grade Testing 
End of Grade State testing is required and an important part of a 
eScholar’s progress. All 3rd, 4th, and 5th grade eScholars are 
required to take the reading and math state tests. Fifth grade 
eScholars are also required to take the science state test. 

F is for … 
Field Day 
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Each Spring, our Physical Education teacher coordinates special 
outdoor activities for the entire school. It is our way of welcoming 
in the warm weather with some healthful fun. eScholar 
participation in Field Day is a privilege. Appropriate behaviors are 
required. We will host a virtual field day. 

Field Trips 
A fieldtrip connecting to a unit of study can be of great 
educational value. At Guilford eLearning Virtual Academy we 
seek to provide a full educational experience that will enhance our 
scholars’ learning. Our scholars will have the opportunity to fully 
engage in their learning by participating in virtual fieldtrips in 
various units of study. 

G is for … 
Grades 
At Guilford eLearning Virtual Academy, common assessments 
(every 1-2 weeks), projects, and unit tests are graded. These 
grades are used to determine an eScholar’s report card grade. 
Report cards are sent home after each nine weeks. In grades K-2, 
eScholars’ mastery of skills will be measured as follows: 4 – 
Outstanding-eScholar can do independently and all work is 
correct, 3 – Satisfactory-eScholar can do independently and most 
of the work is correct, 2 – Needs more Practice-eScholar can do 
the work with support, 1 – Unsatisfactory-eScholar cannot do the 
work and exhibits below grade level performance. In grades 3-5 
letter grades are given in subject areas (90-100 = A, 80-89 = B, 
70-79 = C, 60-69 = D, 59 and below = F). Practice work is not 
graded but is considered a work habit. Work habits are graded 

using a S, N, U, as well as conduct. Interim Reports/Progress 
reports are sent home midway during each 9-week quarter. 

Grievance Policy 
If you are unhappy about something which has happened in your 
eScholar’s classroom, you should: 

• First, talk to your eScholar’s teacher about the problem. 
• If you are not satisfied after talking with the teacher, talk 

to the principal. 
We will strive to work with you in every way possible to solve 
problems within our school. Proper procedures involve working at 
the school level to make improvements, rather than calling central 
office personnel. 

H is for … 
Health Assessment 
North Carolina state law requires that all kindergarten eScholars 
and all eScholars attending public school for the first time to have 
a health assessment examination with the results recorded on the 
health assessment form. This form must be completed by 
September 23, 2021 (30 days from the day school starts). Health 
assessment forms are available on the www.gcsnc.com website. 

I is for … 
Immunization 
North Carolina law requires proof of immunization be provided to 
the school upon enrollment. Consult with your eScholar’s 
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physician or County Health Agency. If required certification of 
immunization is not received within 30 calendar days from 
enrollment, your eScholar will be suspended until the school 
receives the immunization record.  

Independent Work 
Independent work at the elementary level should be the practice 
of skills that students have already learned and need to keep 
sharp. It is essential that your eScholar reads at least 20 minutes 
every night. If your eScholar cannot read, yet, then we encourage 
you to read to your eScholar at least 20 minutes every day. This 
gets them into the practice of reading and/or improving their 
reading skills.  

K is for … 
Kindergarten Requirements 

1. eScholar must be 5 years old on or before August 31. 
2. Birth Certificate (certified with seal) 
3. Proof of required immunizations 
4. Kindergarten Health Assessment 
5. Proof of residency (power bill, gas bill, lease agreement, 

voter registration card) 
Accordingly, an eScholar entering first grade must be 6 years old 
on or before August 31 of the current year. The age provision for 
first grade is modified where eScholars move into the state after 
having entered public school for the first year in another state 
where the age requirement is different. 

Kindness 

Kindness is an act in which we believe. We are kind to people, 
kind to animals, kind to nature, and kind to another person’s 
property. 

L is for … 
LOVE 
At the heart of all things that we do and say should be love.  Love 
is what dictates the decisions that are made in the best interest of 
our scholars and stakeholders. Love is patient, love is kind, love is 
understanding. It trusts and perseveres.  Love never fails. 

M is for … 
Mission Statement 
Guilford eLearning schools provide an innovative, flexible, 
rigorous, and personalized learning experience to prepare 
eLearners to compete and succeed globally. 

Make-Up Work 
Students will have 5 days to complete daily assignments from the 
time that they are assigned. 

Media Center 
The Media Center has an instructional program that integrates the 
media curriculum with the grade level NC academic standards. 
Our media specialist will provide read aloud, support, eScholar 
learning tasks, and collaborate with our grade level teachers to 
enhance eScholars’ learning and understanding regarding various 
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units of study. We encourage eScholars to read at home, in the car, 
at the doctor’s office, or wherever they enjoy reading. Access to 
reading materials is a cornerstone of academic achievement and 
our goal is to remove barriers to access. We encourage our 
eScholars to check out books that are “just right” (fits their 
reading level) and one “just for fun” book. Scholars have many 
platforms that allow them to access ebooks. The links to access 
ebooks are on our Destiny Discover page.  

Message from the Principal 
You will receive a telephone message from the principal every 
Sunday at 6 pm throughout the school year informing you of 
important events and exciting happenings for the upcoming week. 
This is done through our district’s ConnectEd program. The phone 
number that is called is the primary number that you have listed 
on your eScholar’s registration form. If your number changes, 
please let the front office know of this change, as well as your 
eScholar’s teacher. You will not receive the messages if you have 
not notified the office of the change in phone numbers.  

N is for … 
News 
The GeVA will send a quarterly newsletter at the start of each nine 
week period. Grade level newsletters are distributed a minimum 
of once a month. Some grade levels send a weekly newsletter. 
Your eScholar’s teacher will let you know when to expect their 
newsletters to come home. 

After the principal sends the weekly phone call to the Guilford 
eLearning Virtual Academy families on Sunday, these messages 

can be located in English and in Spanish on the school’s website 
by Monday at noon. The messages are located under the parent 
information tab. You will also have an email version of the 
messages.  Please make sure that we have your correct email 
address to allow you to receive the emailed messages. If you 
should forget something from the announcement or you missed 
the call, this is just another place that you can get this news. 

Our Guilford eLearning Virtual Academy website includes grade 
level school supplies lists, school events, our Guilford eLearning 
Virtual Academy School Based Leadership Team minutes, as well 
as our School Improvement Plan. Every staff member is listed on 
the website along with their email address and every classroom 
teacher has a Canvas page that they update weekly.  

O is for … 
Virtual Office Referrals 
Office referrals for behavior are given if an eScholar exhibits 
severe inappropriate behaviors. With any inappropriate behavior, 
our goal is to help eScholars change their behavior and make 
good choices. The school’s principal and assistant principal follow 
the GCS Student Handbook that outlines conduct violations and 
the range of consequences that are deemed appropriate.  

P is for … 
Positive Behavior Expectations 
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We have clear expectations for behavior in our virtual learning 
environment. The expectations are the same for everyone and we 
have positive consequences that go along with our expectations. It 
is important to us to have a positive school environment where 
our eScholars can learn and grow academically, behaviorally, 
socially, and emotionally.  

We recite our Guilford eLearning Virtual Academy Phoenix 
Pledge every morning at the start of the school day and we 
practice the behaviors that represent our pledge. 

I am a Phoenix. 

I………..Persevere 
I am……Honest 
I am……Organized 
I am……Engaged in my learning 
I am……Noble 
I have….Intergrity 
I lead by eXample 

I will rise! 

Positive Behavior as it relates to Encouragement/Teacher 
Response Expectations 
All staff members are expected to contribute to the expectations 
for appropriate eScholar behavior by acknowledging responsible 
eScholar behavior four times more frequently than responding to 
eScholar misbehavior.  

• Staff will interact with eScholars in a friendly, supportive 
manner at all times. 

• Staff will engage in positive verbal interactions such as 
greeting eScholars, talking to eScholars, using a 
eScholar’s name, giving positive feedback, etc. 

• Staff will engage in positive, nonverbal interactions by 
making eye contact, smiling, giving the thumbs up signal, 
etc. 

• Staff will give eScholars positive feedback about specific 
behaviors that are contributing to that eScholar’s success. 

Parent Involvement 
Parent involvement can come in many ways. Checking over your 
eScholar’s work and reading with them is one way to be involved 
in their school, as well as volunteering in the school. Parent 
support is greatly appreciated by the school. We are all raising the 
eScholars when they are at school and we raise them with the 
same expectations and love that families show at home.  

Pictures 
Individual pictures are taken in the Fall and are optional for our 
families. Different photo packages are available.  

We like to post pictures of our eScholars on our school’s 
website and when stories about our school are done and news 
cameras come, they like to film and take pictures of our 
eScholars. A Parent Consent form stating whether or not you 
allow your eScholar to be photographed for public use will 
need to be completed at the beginning of each school year or 
when they enroll into the school that school year.  

Promotion Ceremony 
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Guilford eLearning Virtual Academy holds one promotion 
ceremony each year. The promotion ceremony is for eScholars in 
5th grade moving onto Middle School.  

Q is for … 
Quarterly Awards 
Guilford eLearning Virtual Academy recognizes Phoenix 
eScholars each nine weeks. The Phenomenal Phoenix is given a 
certificate in their classrooms.  

R is for … 
Reading 
Reading is one of the most important academic skills that your 
eScholar can master. At Guilford eLearning Virtual Academy, we 
recognize eScholars for their reading achievements and the 
amount of time they read directly correlates to this achievement. 
All grade levels provide monthly reading logs to document the 
number of minutes your eScholar reads each evening. We 
encourage at least 20 minutes of reading each night in grades K-2 
and at least 30 minutes of reading each night in grades 3-5. Your 
eScholar’s teacher will let you know when the logs are due.  

Recordings 
All live lessons are recorded, so that students and parents can 
refer to them for review and clarity. 

*Administrators monitor the recordings regularly.*  

Report Card Schedule 

S is for … 
School Closings 
In case of inclement weather, Guilford eLearning Virtual 
Academy will move forward with operating teaching and learning 
like a regular school day.  We do ask for your understanding and 
patience if our educators experience power outages as a result of 
inclement weather.  We will provide the same understanding and 
patience to our eScholars and their families if impacted by 
inclement weather. 

School Transfers 
eScholars transferring from another school will be assigned to a 
classroom once all forms have been completed by the parent or 
guardian registering them into our school. Parents withdrawing 
their eScholar from Guilford eLearning Virtual Academy during 
the school year should notify their eScholar’s teacher at least one 

QTR 1 QTR 2 QTR 3 QTR 4

Interim 
Reports

Sep. 22 Dec. 1 Feb. 17 May 3

Grading 
Period Ends

Oct. 22 Jan. 14 Mar. 24 June 3

Report Cards 
Go Home

Nov. 2 Jan. 26 Apr. 5 Mailed by 
June 14
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day prior to leaving. The new school will request school records 
from out office.  

Social Media 
To stay up-to-date on the events occurring at GeVA be sure to 
check out our social media pages (Facebook, Twitter). 

T is for … 
Tardy: 
The instructional day begins at 8:00 am. Please login to class 5 
minutes prior to 8:00 am to allow learning to begin promptly at 
8:00 am. Remember when your eScholar is tardy, valuable 
instruction time is lost. Parents will be notified if tardies are 
excessive. 

Technology/School Devices 
Guilford County Schools provides every student a device (K-3 
iPads and 4-5 Chromebooks). Devices will be distributed before 
school starts. 

Technology assistance can be found on our school’s website under 
“virtual learning”. Each teacher’s Canvas page includes online 
resources for assistance.  

Guilford County Schools provides assistance with internet access 
to families in need.  

U is for … 
Unique 

Every eScholar at Guilford eLearning Virtual Academy is a 
unique individual with very special talents to share. We had to 
have many opportunities during the school year to allow your 
eScholars unique talents to shine.  

V is for … 
Vision Statement 
Guilford eLearning schools intentionally transform online 
education and life outcomes for all eScholars. 

Volunteer Opportunities 
At Guilford eLearning Virtual Academy, we pride ourselves in the 
involvement of our parents and community with the eScholars in 
our school.  
Every eScholar deserves the opportunity to have an excellent 
education and volunteers have a significant role in that education. 
You can help by: 

1. Share special skills…volunteers can share hobbies and 
interests; vocational experiences can be shared during 
classroom presentations and special skills to enrich our 
eScholars’ education.  

2. Classroom…under the direction of the teacher, volunteers 
can provide support to eScholars and staff in the 
classroom. Volunteers may help by reading to or with 
eScholars, help with projects, and assist eScholars or 
teachers with assignments. 

3. Prepare classroom materials…after receiving clear 
instructions from the teacher, volunteers can help prepare 
materials for the teacher. 
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W is for … 
www.gcsnc.com 
www.gcsnc.com/virtualacademy  
Log onto the Guilford County Schools website to find current 
information about our school district. Our website includes news 
and events regarding our school.  

Writing 
Encourage your eScholar to be creative in his/her writing by 
making writing fun and meaningful. Encourage them to write 
special notes or letters to their grandparents, friends, and family 
members. When they are answering questions in a homework 
assignment, encourage them to begin their response in a complete 
sentence. This can be done using sentence starters that they can 
choose from to start their response. An example: “The context 
clues that I used to find out what the word in the sentence means 
is…”  At Guilford eLearning Virtual Academy we expect our 
eScholars to also respond in complete sentences when asked a 
question. This helps eScholars with their speaking and listening 
skills, as well as their writing skills.  

X is for … 
X-Ray 
Examine your eScholar’s work. All of our teachers will use Class 
Dojo and employ other systems for communicating with parents/
guardians on a regular basis. Please look out for these regular 
communications.  

Y is for … 
YOU! 
You make the difference in your eScholar’s education. We are 
excited to partner with you and give your eScholar the very best 
education. 

Z is for … 
Z Z Z Z! 
A set bedtime paves the way for your eScholar to get a good 
night’s sleep to be well rested and ready to learn each day at 
school.  
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